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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
The place and function of music in the secondary-
school curriculum has become increasingly more important 
in recent years. Changes in the philosophy of professional 
educators have increased the range and scope of the func-
tions of music; social and technological advances have also 
contributed to the augmented music offerings in the second-
ary school. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this 
study (1) to determine whether recent changes in educational 
philosophies have occurred which affect the place andfUnction 
of music in the curriculum; (2) to determine whether social, 
economic, and technological changes have been an influence 
on music's place and function in the curriculum; and (3) to 
determine if the philosophies of music education have 
advanced consistently with these changes. 
Importance of the study. Music education, in the 
public secondary-school, has been the subject of much dis-
cussion regarding its merit in the total educational pro-
gram. In an era when emphasis has been placed on hard-core 
subjects, accelerated courses, and tax-conscious economies, 
musical subjects may be curtailed as non-essential in the 
eyes of educators and laymen. The questionable practices, 
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in the past, of justifying music on the basis of esoterically 
undefinable grounds have left much to be desired. 
A serious dichotomy exists in life today. The pres-
sure of international competition, the expanding economy, 
and the conquest of the unknown in science has led national-
political and local-educational leaders to demand more con-
centration, more sacrifice, and less time for enjoyment and 
relaxation. On the other hand, the "new leisure" is 
supposed to have arrived. People of all income groups are 
spending a great amount of money in a variety of activities, 
not the least of which is music. A social, educational, and 
cultural renaissance is evident at the community level. 
Tellstrom, in his dissertation, developed a great deal 
of information concerning the foundations of music education 
during the nineteenth century. In the conclusion of his 
work, Tellstrom recommended that a further study be made 
concerning the foundations of music education in the 
twentieth century. One of the purposes of this study was 
to compile and interpret information, from many representa-
tive sources, in an effort to determine if new philosophies 
have defined the function of music in the secondary-school 
curriculum. 
Delimitation. This thesis was concerned with music 
education in the secondary-schools during the twentieth 
century, in particular, from the Committee of Ten Report 
(1893) to the present. The study was not concerned with 
specific music courses and their relationship to the cur-
riculum, but rather with broad philosophical, psychological, 
and societrical foundations. Content of the curriculum was 
not evaluated according to the needs of subject-discipline, 
The Great Books, or child interest. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Curriculum. The curriculum was considered to be the 
total offering of the secondary-school, both in general and 
special education and in activities. 
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Function of music. The function of music was inter-
preted as the specific purposes, aims, or goals of education 
which are best fulfilled by general or special music subjects. 
General education. General education referred to the 
common learnings required of all students. 
General music. General music referred to the common 
musical learnings required of all students. In certain 
instances, the term implied a field open to all students 
regardless of previous background, but not absolutely 
required. 
Place of music. The place of music was interpreted 
as the manner in which the function of music was best imple-
mented into the curriculum. 
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Secondary-school. The secondary-school was considered 
to be a public, comprehensive high school from grades nine 
through twelve. 
Special education. Special education referred to 
those areas of the curriculum which are not required of all 
youth. The areas were those which students elect on the 
basis of interest, ability, or talent. 
Special music. The term, special music, alluded to 
those offerings in the curriculum which are elected on the 
basis of interest, ability, or talent. Band, chorus, glee 
club, and orchestra would be considered special music in 
most situations. 
III. SOURCES OF DATA 
The sources of data for this study were as follows: 
(1) the publications of learned societies, especially the 
affiliates of the National Education Association; (2) the 
reports of the various commissions on education; (3) philoso-
phical writings concerned with education in general, and 
music education in particular; (4) sociological writings 
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concerned with education; and (5) the publications of recog-
nized authorities in the areas of curriculum and general 
education. No attempt was made to include all writings in 
any particular area but rather to include a cross-section 
of significant information which would be representative 
of the entire field of education. 
IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY 
The thesis was arranged, as much as possible, in 
chronological order within chapter organization. Chapter 
II reviews the literature concerning the place and function 
of music in the secondary-school curriculum. Chapter III 
will present an historical background to the twentieth cen-
tury and a review of the foundations in music education 
before the Committee of Ten Report. The material in 
Chapter IV will be directly concerned with the publica-
tions of learned societies, the various commissions, and 
philosophies which led to the development of general edu-
cation at the secondary level. The place and function of 
music will be examined on the basis of a changing society 
in Chapter V. Chapter VI will present the summary, conclu-
sions, and recommendations of the study. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
There have been few significant studies done regard-
ing the place and function of music in the secondary-school 
curriculum. It was the purpose of this study to review the 
literature which was closely related to the problem and 
representative of the philosophy of music educators. 
Nineteenth-century background. The work of Tell-
strom, "The Philosophical and Psychological Foundations of 
Music Education in the Nineteenth Century," concerns itself 
with the nineteenth century, more particularly the years 
from 1838-1904. Tellstrom traced the stream of philosophical 
and psychological development from the Renaissance and the 
humanists, through the Reformation to the beginnings of 
music in the curriculum of this country, and he said, 
Music education in the public schools of this country 
was perhaps the result of a catalystic action of three 
distinct elements that precipitated themselves in Boston 
during the third decade of the nineteenth century. The 
first essential was the arrival of Lowell Mason to the 
city where this reaction was to occur. In the second 
place, rays of the New Enlightenment were beginning to 
seep into the educational thought of this country. 
Primarily because manufacture and shipping were Boston's 
chief source of livelihood, education was of extreme 
import, with the result that the new philosophy of 
Europe found particular interest in that city. The 
third element, which probably served as the actual 
catalyst between the two former ingredients, was in 
the person of Woodbridge who made it his business to 
acquaint Mason with the thinking of Pestalozzi and with 
the new materials pertinent to the teaching of music 
according to the new philosophy. • • • (109:385) 
The Encyclopedia of Educational Research pointed out that 
music in education has changed greatly since Lowell Mason 
and his colleagues, saying, 
Curriculum and instructional materials in music educa-
tion today bear little resemblance to their origins in 
the colonial singing school and in early public school 
music. (35:909) 
The Encyclopedia further noted that, 
• • • the development was gradual • • . in response to 
changing objectives and social demands, rather than the 
result of research findings. Surveys of current prac-
tice, although they help to orient the curriculum 
worker, contribute but little guidance relative to the 
direction in which music education ought to mov_e. 
(35:909) 
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Tellstrom showed that the changing philosophies which 
put music into the curriculum in Boston also replaced Lowell 
Mason, and his allegedly Pestalozzian philosophy (90:3-10), 
with Luther Mason and a philosophy which approached prag-
matism. This change was due, in part, to criticism lodged 
against Lowell Mason by Joseph and Horace Bird in their 
article, "To Teachers of Music," who argued for a graduated 
course of study and less rote material. It was evident that 
this change was slightly incongruous since the proponents of 
the new philosophy wanted more developmentalism and, at the 
same time, more organized subject-matter content. (109:385) 
With the above examples of the development or music 
in the curriculum, the historical precedence of music in the 
curriculum was determined. The problem which was evidenced 
at the onset or music education in this country was a lack 
or unified and well-implemented philosophy. (35:909) 
1904-1940. The place and function of music in the 
curriculum during the twentieth century was investigated by 
Kwalwasser in Problems in Public School Music. Kwalwasser 
was dissatisfied with the usual reasons for having music in 
the curriculum and was quick to point out the false premises 
on which he considered music in the school curriculum to be 
based. Kwalwasser questioned the poor objectives of mind 
training and efficiency which dated back to Plato. (26:25) 
In his reassessment or music in the curriculum and the 
justifications usually given it, Kwalwasser stated that 
music is too factual and technical because it was estab-
lished as an academic subject. He argued that publishers, 
teacher-education institutions, and other factors have 
contributed even further in the establishment of music 
as a subject-matter course. (26:18) He further stated, 
To attempt to make the bt-products of science or art 
tneir signiHca:nt"pr"Oduc s, is to diStort and aestr"O~ 
the true values of the two fielas of e.xpre"Ssion. (2 :6) 
There is no doubt that Kwalwasser greatly influenced 
Espy in the latter's major contribution during the nineteen-
thirties. In his book, The Public Secondary School, Espy 
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supported and enlarged upon the ideas of Kwalwasser, stating 
that" •.• there is evidence of confusion in aim and tradi-
tionalism in procedure in the teaching of music in the 
secondary school." (16:311) Commenting on teachers of 
music, Espy said, 
Teachers of music have usually been concerned primarily 
with training for musical performance and do not find 
it easy to identify the kinds of musical values which 
are suitable for the layman or to select the musical 
experiences which will produce them. (16:313) 
Refuting the values and philosophies of the past, Espy asked 
for new thinking and new content in the music curriculum, 
and he said, 
The musical experiences which the school provides 
for its pupils are unsuitably narrow. If opportunities 
for training for productive performance, which are 
ordinarily the chief concern of the music teacher, are 
restricted to the kinds of instruments or activities 
which are conventionally useful for public performance 
of music, its provisions for young people who have no 
need or desire to become performers of music, but who 
might appropriately develop insight and interest as 
listeners, are likewise limited. The young amateur 
may find enjoyment in the use of musical instruments 
in a level of musical performance which will have no 
relation to audience standards, because he will not 
expect to have audiences. The lay listener will have 
much occasion to listen to many kinds of music which 
the school does not and cannot produce even through 
the most inconsiderate exploitation of its own young 
performers. Particularly if he lives in a city but 
even if he dwells in an isolated farm and depends on 
the radio, the American of today has very easy access 
to music in great variety of kinds and qualities. He 
is by no means limited to the productions of persons 
in his own school or neighborhood, as he usually was 
when the traditions of public-school music were being 
established. If, therefore, the school wishes to 
develop in him the insights, interests, and standards 
9 
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of discrim+nating taste which will be of some use to him 
personally and which will serve to lend support to the 
improvement of music in our national life, it must direct 
his attention to these common avenues of musical experi-
ence. (16: 316) 
1945 to the present. The Harvard Committee Report of 
1945, General Education in ~ Free Society, unified the think-
ing of educators concerning general education. This report 
was a culmination for all that had happened in American edu-
cation and was a point of departure for the nearly revolu-
tionary changes which were to occur in the curriculum. The 
Harvard Report did not necessarily present new material but 
rather articulated the feelings and knowledges of the past, 
including the philosophies of the humanists, developmentalists, 
and pragmatists. The place of music in the curriculum was 
justified because of cultural and aesthetic values. New 
values for music were formulated, although the report men-
tioned that the arts should be experienced but not neces-
sarily by formalized courses. Some reasons they gave for 
having music in the curriculum were, 
The arts bring delight; they train the emotions; they 
develop understanding. The arts appeal to the mind 
through the senses, enabling the young to understand 
their heritage in the most direct fashion before reason 
has matured. (19:127) 
Pertaining to the functions of music which are concerned 
with human values, the report said, 
• . • instruction in the arts has a bearing on other 
traits of the person beyond those of intelligence. 
In this world we have to live with others and with 
ourselves; we need the virtues of society and soli-
tude. (19: 129) 
The new philosophies developed by Dewey and others 
have emphasized the needs of children as related to the 
demands of society. (45:242) According to Pitts, the new 
society needs more music. She cited the fact that music 
and education have become so specialized that aesthetic 
communication may be lost. Some of the results of music 
in the curriculum should be the developing of wholesome 
personalities, the developing of social effectiveness, the 
teaching of democratic ideals, and the creating of a 
musical culture. (41:114) Pitts stated, 
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An ideal school music program should provide a sequence 
of orderly, cumulative experiences based upon the growth 
needs of children. (41:115) 
Although the philosophical and psychological reasons 
seemed to be taking an acceptable form, many music educators 
still tried to justify the function of music on older values. 
They took the goals of education, or any goals for that 
matter, and interpolated them as music values. Such was 
the case of an important study by the Music Educators 
National Conference which was prepared specifically at the 
request of the National Association of Secondary-School 
Principals. This report, The Function of Music in the 
Secondary-School Curriculum, dealt primarily with the 
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above type of reasoning and various platitudes by which music 
is allegedly effective. The same values of which Espy said, 
If all these outcomes measureably result from the provi-
sion of anything as feasible as a high-school band, or 
glee club, those who seek the quick coming of the 
millenium should be greatly heartened. (16:312) 
The main importance of this study, The Function of 
Music in the Secondary-School Curriculum, is that it illus-
trated negative practices. The study very effectively 
pointed out weaknesses of school music programs: poor sche-
duling, too many extra-curricular activities, poor guidance, 
poor equipment, ineffective teaching, and poor material. 
(81:18) An investigation of the reasons of these short-
comings was not made. It may be suspected that most of 
them were due to poor philosophy, poor articulation of 
philosophy, or poor implementation of the philosophy. 
(84:237) Reasons for students taking music were given as, 
• • • richer life through music • . • develop the 
social aspects of life • • • health of the student 
• • • develop good work habits • . • develop whole-
some ideals of conduct . • . development of citizen-
ship • . • home life • • • leisure time . • . dis-
cover talent .•• vocational training. (81:5) 
Three views could be taken on any one or all of these rea-
sons for music in the curriculum: (l) the students taking 
music already have these values through home training and 
that is why they take part in the music program; (2) any 
number of other subjects in the curriculum could teach 
these values as well or more effectively; and {3) some stu-
dents could develop the antithesis or these goals. (84:37) 
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There is no question that music's place in the curri-
culum is better established than it was formerly. {57:248) 
The tact which must be questioned is whether the place is 
more firmly entrenched due to greater philosophical needs 
or merely due to the tact that there is a tradition of 
having music in the curriculum. {74:1) Freeman found 
that tew schools met the minimum requirements ot musical 
activities as set forth by the Music Educators National 
Conference. If there are any common values for music 
education, then more schools should have a minimum pro-
gram than are indicated by Freeman. (35:909) 
A recent survey by the Shawnee Press showed that 
there has been little curtailment of music in the curri-
culum even in the face of a national demand for more hard-
core subjects. They surveyed quality, time allotment, 
budget provisions, and administrative attitude concerning 
music in the secondary-school. There were no definite 
conclusions drawn from the study. However, the statis-
tical results indicated a small amount of change in the 
above categories. (72:20) 
One of the most recent studies shows the new impor-
tance which philosophical values are gaining in realizing 
the function of music in the curriculum. Music in Education 
shows international developments in the justification of 
music in the curriculum. Gelber says that the aims of 
music education should be " ••• to discipline physical 
and psychical actions and reactions, to awaken creative 
powers, and to develop the emotions." (78:174) Duhamel 
commented that the nineteenth century erred in setting up 
the principles of music in education. He said that music 
should be both a means and an end, stating, "The end 
moves aesthetic sense; the means • • • raise us to a 
higher level. 11 (78:23) 
Although the ideas expressed in Music in Education 
are predominantly European, they are applicable to American 
education. Music in the schools of this country neglected 
American culture in music to adopt a European musical cul-
ture, then changed their aims to coincide with American 
ideals. It seems now that America must revert to the more 
mature and fully developed ideas of European culture, even 
though American practices in music education fit European 
aims better and more effectively than their own practice 
does. A dichotomy exists in that this country, in prac-
tice, has a well-established and philosophically secure 
program of music education in the secondary-schools, yet 
has a stated philosophy which is inadequate and seems 
unimplemented. (84:237) Madison said, " ••. there can 
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be no real antithesis between theory and practice when the 
functions of each are fully known." {84:7) 
15 
Conclusion. Meaningful literature on the place of 
music and the function of music 1 both philosophically and 
psychologically1 is not in great supply. Although nearly 
every text on music and every publication by music educators 
has some implications or stated philosophy1 the majority 
presented a repetition of aims and goals from an earlier 
period. This study attempted to select works which are 
milestones in the field and which contributed new thinking 
to the problem of the place and function of music in the 
curriculum. It was interesting to note that almost none 
of the literature set forth any important new philosophy 
or music in education. 
Tellstrom•s work covered the nineteenth century 
with an historical and philosophical overview or the new 
thinking and the first music in the curriculum in America. 
He did not give the philosophical reasons for music being 
in the curriculum as much as the actual philosophy and 
psychology of the methods used in teaching. Tellstrom 
gave the background of the nineteenth century which 
Duhamel said erred in setting up a philosophy of educa-
tion and music in education. (78:23) Kwalwasser was one 
of the first of the new music educators to question the 
aims and philosophies or the past. Not questioning music's 
validity as a curricular subject, Kwalwasser sought new 
reasons for music's place and function in the curriculum. 
Espy, influenced by Kwalwasser's thinking, greatly expanded 
the many doubts about the validity or music in the curri-
culum. He questioned the philosophies and motives or 
music teachers and emphasized the need for new methods 
and procedures because or cultural changes. 
The Harvard Committee Report was a culmination or 
the past and a guide to the future. This work stated the 
almost revolutionary changes which are occurring in the 
secondary-school curriculum. Establishing wide philoso-
phical bases, this report gave substance and new meaning 
to music as a common learning. While in some ways revert-
ing to older ideals in education, this report justified 
music's place on new and more reliable grounds--those or 
aesthetic values. 
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Pitts carried on in the tradition or this new think-
ing. Although she held to some or the more indefensible 
reasoning or the past, she gave new and significant meaning 
to music's function in education. The Music Educators 
National Conference's The Function of Music in the Secondary-
School Curriculum, prepared for the National Association of 
Secondary-School Principals, presented justifications of 
music in the curriculum which were neither valid nor helpful. 
The report did, however, point out the careless philosophy 
which is common in music education. Music in Education 
noted the difference between European philosophy of music 
in the curriculum, with its poor implementation, and the 
lack of unified philosophy in America, with its relatively 
successful practice. 
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CHAPTER III 
FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC EDUCATION BEFORE 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
Chapter II gave some indication of the scarcity of 
materials on a unified philosophy of music in education. 
Tellstrom related to the background of the philosophy of 
the nineteenth century and how it seemed to have affected 
early music education. There are disagreements with Tell-
strom's study (90:3-10; 84:205-207) and 1 as can be seen 1 
many doubts raised about the thinking of the nineteenth 
century philosophers and educators. (78:23) In order to 
gain more insight from the reasons for having music in the 
schools~ or from the reasons for the lack of music in the 
schools, history and the ethos of early America must be 
re-examined. Regardless of the adequacy or inadequacy of 
music in the curriculum, both in quantity and in quality 1 
there is a need for articulation of a positive philosophy 
of music in education and~ as has been seen, older values 
cannot suffice. (84:244) Those music educators who go 
gack to Plato for their reasoning have found only the 
negative values of subject discipline and mathematical 
relationships. (26:25) 
In order to examine the foundations of music in 
America 1 it was necessary to trace pertinent values upon 
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which music education was founded. Morrison said, "the fact 
that the majority think it ~usi~ is a good thing is no 
justification at all." (38:266) Therefore, it was neces-
sary to discover the values which do have justification. 
The singing schools. Music in American education 
developed from the Singing Schools which were an offspring 
of the European Cathedral Schools. Many believe that, 
because of this, music has always been important in American 
education. This thinking is not valid for a number of rea-
sons: the singing schools, although very popular and signi-
ficant, were not schools for teaching music but for the 
singing of hymns and particularly the psalms; the travel-
ling singing teacher set up a school in an area for about 
two months and gave instruction once or twice a week during 
that time. The sole reason for the singing school goes 
back to the Reformation and Luther's conviction that under-
standing the Bible was the way to salvation, and he chose 
singing of the Psalms as the quickest way of familiarizing 
the people with the writings of the Bible. In other words, 
music was the means not the end. Other reasons, which are 
almost corollaries to this, are: the singing school was 
only in existence to improve the singing in the congregation, 
which evidently was quite poor; the majority of the singing 
was apparently learned by rote and sung in unison; there 
was no guarantee that the singing master was musically 
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correct--he only needed to possess a strong voice. The 
singing school was not for everyone but was limited to those 
with musical ability; those available to attend; and those 
denominations which encouraged congregational singing. It 
seems, therefore, that the singing schools of this country 
have little to bear on music education; they are important, 
however, in that music even as a means and not an end was 
taught in the first schools of the country. (84:201-205) 
The singing schools had one particularly negative value in 
education, they introduced prosaic music into the psalm 
singing: dull, proper tunes became the order of the day~ 
The singing school became a place in which traditional 
European music was established instead of indigenous 
music. (84:205) 
The colonial ethos. A large percentage of colonial 
Americans were Calvinists or strict Puritans who, although 
they had music in their church services, had nothing of 
musical worth but rather dull unison chants. Sowerby sug-
gests that ..... all beauty in the worship of God was 
despised . • • churches were actually desecrated and the 
use of music in the service was forbidden." (48:9) 
Sowerby indicates that America's lack of an artistic cul-
ture was due to the Puritan tradition and its resultant 
music. He states that colonial music was of" •.. older 
traditions, trite and meaningless." (48:14) Agreeing with 
this feeling, Gropius says, 
.•• America's Puritan colonizers, in their preoccupa-
tion with the development of an ethical code, paid 
little attention to the development of an aesthetic 
code. The consequent absence in our society of a cul-
tivated sense of beauty has left natural talent under-
developed and relegated the artist to an ivory tower. 
(51:266) 
As might be expected, the traditions of early music 
education were varied. The Spanish-Mexican influence was 
quite important; a model of the Cathedral School was set up 
at Vera Cruz in 1523, and it marked the beginning of the 
first organized school on the continent. In addition to 
singing, instruments, music copying, and the making of 
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simple instruments were taught in this early school. (84:197) 
Colonial America tried to suppress its own music and 
replace it with something better, almost always this "some-
thing better" was German and English baroque music. During 
the nineteenth century, American music began to be published 
in the familiar oblong tune-books which were by-products of 
the singing schools. More than one thousand different tune-
books were published during the nineteenth century, only to 
be lost or neglected during the early nineteen hundreds when 
the European traditions again overshadowed indigenous music. 
(84:201-205) 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
FINE AND APPLIED ARTS Ll3RARY 
Music enters the curriculum. One of the more impor-
tant events of the nineteenth century was the introduction 
of music into the public schools by the Boston School Com-
mittee; however, the basis on which music was adopted in 
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the curriculum seems to have been on weak philosophical 
foundations. Lowell Mason impressed the Boston School 
Committee with a demonstration of unison singing and offered 
to work for no pay for the first year. He justified his 
methods according to Pestalozzi but apparently did not fully 
understand Pestalozzi 1 s method at all. According to Ellis, 
the text on which Mason based his methods was neither 
Pestalozzian in method nor content, and Mason's Manual was 
a translation of an obscure work, Anleitung ~ Gesang-
Unterrichte in Schulen by G. F. Heubler. Furthermore, most 
of the songs Mason taught were taken, without credit, from 
German song books. (90:3-10) 
Another factor which contributed to the lack of real 
American musical culture was the discarding or the shape 
note system, which was unique to this country. In many 
respects the shaped note system was more effective than 
the sequence of fixed-do, movable-do, and sol-fa sylla-
bization adopted for the teaching or music in the schools. 
(84:206) 
With the advent of music in the curriculum, American 
music was replaced by European traditions. The growth of 
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an American music culture was highlighted by suspicions about 
what was "good" in music, suspicions which many people hold 
to this day. According to Britton, the music in the tune-
books was, 
• • • as distinctively American as our speech, our poli-
tical economy, and all other aspects of our culture had 
become; that is, it represented a new synthesis of cul-
tural legacies from Europe with elements indigenous to 
the new land. (84:204) 
The tune-books unfortunately disappeared from use at the 
beginning of the twentieth century and European influences 
predominated the culture instead of forming a synthesis 
with American heritages. Spears says that the schools 
should teach music which has helped America grow. (49:117) 
This would seem to be an almost impossible order except for 
the fact that folk music continued to flourish, and has been 
accepted as creditable music in the last few decades. 
Influences on the curriculum. The increase of immi-
=====--
gration into the United States in the early nineteen hun-
dreds and the concept of general education strengthened the 
European music traditions in this country. Music teachers 
and musicians were imported and music became the domain of 
the "cultured." 
The present cultural guidance for the public schools 
comes from school boards, city councils, women's clubs, and 
other groups who are interested in education. (51:267) 
These groups usually lack a real insight into the aesthetic 
needs of the community and country because they have been 
confused as to what is good, and mislead by the former 
importations of music from abroad. Most curriculum workers 
recognize the fact that America grew in the way she did 
because of the democratic ethos of the new land. Although 
this ethos had some background in the old world, because 
the formulators of it had their basis of tradition in 
Europe, it was one of the underlying features which made 
America different from other countries and caused the 
phenomenal expansion, growth, and development of this 
country. When the time came to form aesthetic beliefs, 
the older European traditions were so firmly entrenched 
that they were impossible to change. Romine says that 
the present curriculum is inadequate because "it is 
oriented in the past, lacks a cooperatively developed, 
well-understood, and actively coordinated philosophy of 
education." (43:20) 
Conclusion. The relatively weak position of music 
in the curriculum and in society has been due to the fol-
lowing: (1) music's beginnings in the singing school as a 
means and not an end; (2) the suppressing of an indigenous 
culture and the subsequent replacing of it by European 
traditions; (3) Lowell Mason's poor philosophical justi-
fication for music's place in the curriculum, partly a 
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result of using impertinent and inaccurate materials; and 
(4) the importing of European musicians and teachers of 
music. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
The philosophies of the nineteenth century did very 
little in actually changing the curriculum, and it is even 
doubtful whether they influenced teaching methods to any 
degree. The secondary-school expanded and became more 
effective, probably due to natural growth, the increasing 
population, and the influence of a better-educated citizenry. 
It was in the twentieth century that new ideas were developed 
and they made American education significant and unique. 
Until these new philosophies and ideals were implemented, 
the public secondary-school resembled the Latin school or 
academy of colonial times, except for isolated examples of 
experimental schools. 
The American Association of School Administrators 
gives the following as reasons for the change in jurisdic-
tion and function of the secondary-school: 
1. The Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 Lfederal aid to 
vocational educatiori7. 
2. The experiments and writings of the Progressive 
Education Association. 
3. The Eight Year Study by the Progressive Education 
Association pertaining to secondary-school and 
college relationships. 
4. The Cooperative Study of Secondary School Stan-
dards of 1950. 
5. The 1952 Education for All American Youth by the 
Educational Policies Commission of the National 
Education Association. 
6. The research and publications of the National 
Association of Secondary-School Principals. 
7. The United States Office of Education. (58:32) 
There are a number of other significant factors in 
the twentieth century which affected the status of the 
secondary-school and its curriculum and, as a result, the 
place and function of music in the school. These events 
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must be considered in order to define the current place and 
function of music, as well as the future of music education, 
in the secondary-school curriculum. Social action and edu-
cational policies and philosophies are often thwarted 
because people are wedded to an inadequate and often 
inaccurate conception of tradition. Only when music edu-
cators and curriculum workers become aware of history and 
its implications, are they free to reassess and develop new 
meanings from it. (62:6) The influences of Pestalozzianism, 
developmentalism, and Herbartianism show that certain inac-
curate conceptions may give rise to poor practices and 
philosophies. In What Shall the High Schools Teach?, the 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development of 
the National Education Association states that, "Curriculum 
makers today are generally wedded to principles and ideas 
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which were forged in another crucible." (62:6) That is to 
say, these philosophies were meant to serve political, 
social-economic, and intellectual needs of earlier America. 
I. THE COMMISSIONS 
The Report of the Committee ~ Secondary School 
Studies Appointed at the meeting of the NEA, July 9, 1892 
(hereafter cited as the Committee of Ten) summed up the 
education achievements of the preceding generation. This 
Commission's work unified extraordinary growth of education 
during the years between 1893-1918, due to the large number 
being educated. The comprehensive secondary-school had been 
conceived; the secondary-school was trying to prepare the 
studentry for the duties of life. The high school was 
starting to alter its previous unilateral aim of college 
preparation to that of educating all youth, trying to 
accomplish this without conflict in the curriculum between 
the education for the duties of life and the preparation 
for college, which still was its main goal. The school was 
aiming toward the direction of education of the "whole-
child." The Committee of Ten gives evidence that the 
principles of Rousseau, Pestalozzi, and Froebel were coming 
into some amount of practice. Their report is noteworthy 
in that it reported the pas~ and the next commission drew 
up its principles from the background provided by the 
Committee of Ten. 
--~~--- -- ---
The Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education, A 
Report of the Commission of the Reorganization of Secondary 
Education Appointed ~ the NEA (hereafter cited as Cardinal 
Principles) articulated, with the common voice or educators 
organized nationally, principles by which the secondary-
school should form its philosophies and develop its curri-
cula. The Cardinal Principles were a direct and positive 
result or the work of the Committee of Ten. The Cardinal 
Principles were primarily interested in the formation of 
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new currents in education. It was interested particularly 
in the secondary-school curriculum and administrators from 
the secondary schools were well-represented on the Committee. 
This seems logical, yet the cursory studies of the past were 
mostly compiled by college personnel in order to improve 
instruction in the secondary schools in regard to better 
college preparation. The aims of the secondary school, as 
stated by this Commission, were to, 
. • • develop in each individual the knowledge, interest, 
ideals, habits, and powers whereby he will find his place 
and use that place to shape both himself and society 
towards even nobler ends. (62:22) 
The Cardinal Principles formulated seven objectives 
of the secondary-school which made it mandatory to reorganize 
the curriculum in recognition or social changes and changes 
in the secondary-school population. The Commission recog-
nized that the school was one agency which could be controlled 
democratically for the purposes of unifying all people. 
Briefly, the seven objectives which the commission thought 
that the schools should have were: health, command of 
fundamental processes, worthy home membership, vocational 
training, citizenship, worthy use of leisure time, and 
ethical character. These objectives, although well-known 
now, were significant in pointing out new directions for 
the secondary schools. Other recommendations were made to 
modify secondary school requirements for college entrance 
prerequisites. The most significant development of this 
commission was that it gave positive direction to the 
secondary schools and stated the concept of the compre-
hensive high school. Certain by-products of the commis-
sion are very important to music education; mainly, the 
"worthy use of leisure time," which gave rise to instru-
mental music in the secondary school. (105:20) 
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The American Youth Commission of the thirties and the 
Life Adjustment Commission represent footnotes to, and 
refinements of, the Cardinal Principles. The ideas in 
these commissions were expanded in Planning for American 
Youth in the fifties. Noteworthy, during the latter part 
of the thirties, was American Association or School Adminis-
trators report of 1938, Purposes of Education in American 
Democracy. The objectives of this study were to develop 
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in the studentry the objectives of self-realization~ human 
relationships~ economic efficiency~ and civic responsibility. 
(58:26) 
Planning for American Youth (revised edition~ 1951) 
was the study of the National Association of Secondary-
School Principals which expanded upon all the previous 
studies. Prepared by the Educational Policies Commission 
of the National Education Association, it revised and put 
into today•s social context the goals and objectives or 
the previous commissions. The report determined the 
imperative needs or society and from these drew up the 
Ten Imperative Needs of Youth. There is a great similar-
ity between these and the Cardinal Principles, but the 
expansion of these ideas was done in such a way as to 
give the curriculum worker in music education even more 
validity for the philosophies of music in education. 
The Ten Imperative Needs of Youth included the 
objectives of developing in students occupationally sale-
able skills; health, both physical and mental; citizenship 
and understanding of the democratic process; worthy family 
membership and ideals; consumer education; scientific know-
ledge; ethical and moral values~ "respect for others;" and 
the ability to think rationally. The two following needs 
directly relate to music's role in the curriculum: 
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All youth need opportunities to develop their capaci-
ties to appreciate beauty in literature, art, music, and 
nature. 
All youth need to be able to use their leisure time 
well and to budget it wisely balancing activities that 
yield satisfactions to the individual with those that 
are socially useful. (82:9} 
In further expansion of the latter need, the study says, 
. • • teachers should urge every pupil to develop three 
types of leisure-time interests: (1) some sport or 
physical activity; (2) some large group activity, like 
singing, plafing in an orchestra, or acting in drama-
tics; and (3) some hobby that can be pursued alone or 
with the family. (82:28} 
The American Association of School Administrators summarizes 
the goals or secondary schools from the point or view of the 
needs or society and youth as follows, 
The maximum development of all the mental, moral and 
physical powers or the individual, to the end that he 
may enjoy a rich life through the realization or worthy 
and desirable goals, and the maximum development of the 
ability and desire in each individual to make the 
greatest possible contribution to all humanity through 
responsible participation in, and benefit from, the 
great privileges of American citizenship. (58:28) 
II. PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS 
Realism. The philosophy or realism deals with con-
crete values in life. Realism does not deal with any values 
or an esoteric nature, but rather with those values which 
are directly applicable to life itself. In modern life, 
realism depicts the faithfulness to which any concept or 
art-form depicts life. The original Platonian concept or 
realism deals with the relationship between the real and 
ideal. The ideal would be the philosophically perfect 
image, and the real would be the image that is most true 
to life. Although there are many interpretations of the 
philosophy of realism, the connotation here is that, if 
any item is real, it is functional and relates directly 
to life situations. 
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Work songs, love songs, drinking songs are realistic 
because they relate to a life experience. Any facet or life 
can be, in fact, related to the listener through realism in 
music. Broudy says, 
Because of this relation between musical values and 
other modes of value realization, no further argument 
should be needed to justify music education as a part 
of general education. (84:76) 
There are several qualifications to this statement. General 
education teaches that which cannot be learned informally; 
this, for example, would substantiate the disqualification 
of popular music appreciation in the curriculum. General 
education also teaches that which is judged to be essential 
for all members of a community to know; this example would 
show the futility or teaching score-reading. It is plain 
to see that the realistic philosophy has had a great deal 
to do with the acceptance of music into general education. 
A realist would be opposed to pure enjoyment in listening 
to music if the attention was placed on the enjoyment and 
not the music. Performance skills are deemed necessary by 
the realist in order to develop the creative art of music, 
to learn skills, and to augment musical literacy through 
experience. Mueller discovered that learning to listen is 
perceiving details (rhythm, harmony, etc.), naming these 
perceptions, and building them into concepts. Then, by the 
continuing use of these concepts, the listener should be 
more discriminating and sophisticated. (84:62-87) 
Pragmatism. With the determining of new goals and 
objectives, as expressed by the various commissions, new 
philosophies came to the foreground. The pragmatic 
approach may best be summarized as learning ~ doing. 
Pragmatism, sometimes erroneously called practicalism, 
has implications other than learning by doing. Certain 
considerations must be kept in mind: one must be aware 
of the intent and the presumed outcome, and be able to 
sublimate the means to reach the end. Pragmatism is not 
as important to the curriculum worker in music education 
in regard to method, although Dewey's influence on prag-
matism has been very important, as it is in the formation 
of values and philosophies of music in the curriculum. 
Foster McMurray, talking about the music educator, 
states, 
When he looks for "justification" of that principle 
~usic's place in the curricul~, he is not trying 
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to convince himself or others that he is right in holding 
the values he holds. He is trying to show how his own 
specialized role in schoolwork fits in with the various 
contributions of all other specialists to produce a well-
rounded educative product. {84:36) 
McMurray attempted to show the pseudo-pragmatic 
approach of subsuming the aims of music education to the 
general aims of education which has predominated philosophies 
of music education, and is notable in the many times that 
music's function in the curriculum has been justified because 
of the Cardinal Principles. The aims of music in the curri-
culum must not be justified by unmusical ends. Curriculum 
workers need to take the broad aims of general education and 
have the aims of music education expressed in relation to 
these broad, universal principles, not aimed at the outcomes 
of these principles. McMurray gives an example of this by 
stating, 
The aim of general education is to use our accumulated 
knowledge, values, and skills to acquaint everyone with 
those more subtle forces in the world which will influ-
ence his lite, with the hope that, if he learns of their 
existence and their force, he can control his relations 
with environment to gain more of the good and less of 
preventable bad outcomes. 
The aim of music education • • • to help everyone to 
further awareness of patterns of sound as an aesthetic 
component in the world of experience; to increase each 
person's capacity to control the availability of aesthe-
tic richness through music; and to transform the public 
musical culture into a recognized part of each person's 
environment. {84:41) 
The pragmatist finds certain philosophical justifica-
tions of instrumental music in the curriculum compatible with 
his philosophy; the traditionalist is generally against 
special music, particularly that for performance skills, 
because he feels that it is a threat to the meaning of 
liberal arts education. The pragmatist remembers that 
there are other goals besides those of liberal education 
for the secondary school. Pragmatic thought concerning 
performance skill believes that students must experience 
something to see if they like it and find it valuable for 
themselves as individuals. Therefore, it may be presumed 
that the schools should offer at least exploratory instruc-
tion in the area of performance skills. Each stage of 
instruction is a challenge and a gamble for future accom-
plishments, which, in turn, means that students should have 
the longest opportunity possible to develop their interests 
and skills. Taking another approach, the pragmatist would 
say that learning to hear is best from an experience point 
of view. All students cannot perform, for one reason or 
another, therefore, the schools must provide general 
experiences to develop aural skills. 
The pragmatist would have the beginning courses in 
general and special music education only on the basis of 
interest. Interest, according to the pragmatist, has value 
and is preparation for cognitive study in music; this is 
not, however, meant as a mandate for the enjoyment for 
enjoyment's sake in music education. The pragmatist 
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recognizes that learning requires effort and~ therefore, 
there must be interest before learning. On these principles 
of interest and exploration, the musical learning that takes 
place is on the basis of the known to the unknown. Starting 
with enjoyment, the learning will be directed to the cogni-
tive. This differs vastly with the traditionalist who 
learns the skills or theory of music and then applies this 
knowledge in making music. The pragmatist first learns 
music and then learns the skills to refine the music. 
Although the pragmatist develops the feeling of emotion~ 
the emotional expression is only important in the novice 
to music. A veteran musician is usually unimpressed by 
the emotion, although he gives a distinction between 
emotion and feeling. The pragmatist, with his use of 
emotional response in music to obtain and sustain interest, 
should not be confused with the humanist and his over-
emotional response which influenced the nineteenth century 
so profoundly. (84:30-61) 
Progressivism. Spawned by political reform and 
Lincoln's philosophy of a government of, by, and for the 
people, the progressive movement brought a new humanitar-
ianism into the twentieth century. Great political and 
social reform was carried on under the banner of progres-
sivism by Roosevelt, Wilson, Bryan~ and LaFollette. In 
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the field of education, the progressive felt that the univer-
sal or general education was not enough. Parker, and later 
Dewey, called for education as social process based on par-
ticular social ideals and orderly social change. With the 
background of Comenius, Rousseau, Pestalozzi, and Froebel, 
and with the concept of the natural child, Dewey and his 
colleagues developed the activity curriculum, behaviorism, 
reward and punishment, and non-transfer of learning which 
refuted the concept or mental discipline. The basis or 
learning was pragmatism exemplified. Unfortunately, Dewey 
and the progressive education movement failed in being able 
to get all the needed subject matter into experience. 
Nevertheless, the contributions or progressive education 
were many. The movement was based on research and philo-
sophy and did much. to enlighten educators. In the field 
of music education, in particular, many precepts or pro-
gressivism were taken and put into practice. As music 
played an important role in progressive education, so 
does progressive education today form the background or 
music teaching, particularly at the elementary school 
level. (62:13-20) 
III. GENERAL EDUCATION 
With the development of pragmatism, realism, pro-
gressivis~and other philosophies in education, the strict 
subject matter curriculum of the Latin Schools gave way to 
the comprehensive high school and variations of curriculum 
organization. The Activity Curriculum, developed from the 
experimentation of Parker and Dewey, utilized the saying, 
making, finding-out, and creating impulses of children. 
Dewey said, 
The core of the school activity was to be found in 
occupations, rather than in what are conventionally 
termed studies. Study in the sense of inquiry and its 
outcomes in gathering and retention of information was 
to be an outgrowth of the pursuit of certain continuing 
or consecutive occupational activities. (31:5) 
The Herbartian philosophy developed, from this 
activity curriculum, the core curriculum which was the 
unification of all learning into a central core of sub-
jects. The core curriculum emphasized a core of social 
values, the structure of the core being fixed by broad 
social problems or by themes of social living. (45:471) 
Related to the core curriculum, the development of the 
unit-organization of studies was based, more or less, on 
Gestalt psychology. (45:554-574) 
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The subject curriculum, which in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries was a straight liberal arts curriculum, 
has not been unaffected by these influences of the secondary 
school. During the process of evaluation and change in 
education which has occurred since World War II, the subject 
curriculum has survived the other forms of curriculum 
organization in name only. The development of the truly 
comprehensive high school, with its beginnings in the 
Committee of Ten report, has taken much from the above 
philosophies. 
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During the last decade, many forces in American edu-
cation have been trying to reunite the secondary school. An 
outstanding contributor among these is James B. Conant. In 
The American High School Today: A First Report to Interested 
Citizens, Conant has sought to unite the secondary school, 
basically, as a comprehensive high school with a strong 
emphasis on general education. 
General education is a term that comes from general 
or common learnings. General Education in a Free Society 
says general education is" ..• that part of a student's 
whole education which looks first to all of his life as a 
responsible human being and citizen." (19:51) Although 
this comment could fit many situations, the committee further 
qualifies the general as the common learnings required of all 
students, noting in particular the broad fields, such as, 
English, social studies, mathematics, and science. Bur-
meister, speaking of general education, says, 
1. General education should include only those learn-
ings judged to be essential for all members of the com-
munity and which cannot be learned by informal means. 
2. The cultivation or capacities for realizing values 
should be stressed. 
3. General education should provide the tools for 
future adjustments to life problems, not the least of 
which should be the knowledge and use of those subtle 
forces which affect behavior. 
4. While general education should provide a chal-
lenging matrix for the gifted, it should not emphasize 
narrow specialization but,.rather, social stability. (84:217) 
Conant and other influential reporters of the changing edu-
cational scene have made recommendations concerning the 
status of the secondary school which imply that a curri-
culum of general education should be the backbone of the 
secondary school, with the additions in content and intent 
of the influences of the various curricular variations and 
experiments in this century. In the field of music educa-
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tion, in particular, many of these ideas are in practice 
today by the better school systems. The successful general 
music program is a subject matter course of common learnings 
which uses: (1) core techniques in the teaching of music 
history through the humanities approach, (2) activity cur-
riculum approaches for interest sustainers, (3) the unit 
method of course outline, and (4) other varied teaching 
techniques directly related to the philosophies of the 
twentieth century. 
Conant, as one of the leading spokesmen for general 
education and reorganization of the secondary school, makes 
his desires clear for the comprehensive high school with no 
separate schedules for college, commercial, or vocational 
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training. Conant also stresses the importance of adjusting 
the length of the school day to include time for the arts in 
the secondary school, and he says, 
All students should be urged to include art and music in 
their elective programs. The importance of this recom-
mendation can hardly be overemphasized in connection with 
the education of the academically talented students. 
(11:48, 65) 
Conant is attempting to make the present high school 
more efficient, as opposed to others who would revamp the 
entire structure of the secondary-school curriculum; his 
approach is that of evolutionary change while others are 
calling for revolutionary change. Through his recornrnenda-
tions, a mandate is given for a new curriculum, based upon 
the outcomes of twentieth-century philosophies. It is 
interesting to note that Conant points out that so-called 
frill courses are really not such and do not cost the tax-
payers more money unless only a few students are enrolled. 
In his study of the secondary school, Conant comments that 
he only found one community that wasted money on a school 
band program but that it was justified because there was a 
community demand for this program. (11:6) 
The one unifying force influencing the secondary 
school of today is the expressed need for general educa-
tion. According to Quillen, the public schools have the 
sole responsibility for education in America. (5:118) 
The lack of federal control makes each school board an 
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autonomous group which must fill this responsibility in the 
best way possible. Granting the fact that the comprehensive 
high school, with a strong program of general education, is 
the best possible answer to the challenge of education, it 
is necessary to see the role of music in the light of this 
type of school. 
The High School in ~ Changing World by American Asso-
ciation of School Administrators points out the need to have 
the general education complemented by special education which 
will: (1) be a sequence of courses preparatory to college or 
vocations, and (2) be concerned with avocational or personal 
interests. (58:97) Featherstone states that general music 
is important as an exploratory subject, especially well-
suited to the academically weak. He further states that 
"music alone • . • contributes to refinement and humaniza-
tion." (18:126) Douglass, in his listing of six specialized 
areas for pre-college enrichment, lists as number six, the 
following: 
The development and maintenance of intellectual and 
other cultural interests--in science, in public affairs, 
in good reading, in music, in art, in writing, and in 
history. (14:251) 
It is plain to see that these comments reflect the value of 
music, and other subjects in the arts field, both to the 
student preparing for a vocation and the student preparing 
for college. 
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Again, the place of music in the curriculum must not 
be based on values which are not unique to music, such as, 
the Cardinal Principles, but on outcomes; the place of music 
must not be based on narrow social or lofty aesthetic ideals, 
but rather on the needs for aesthetic growth, the productive 
use of leisure time, and emotional development of the indivi-
dual. Burmeister bases the place of music in the curriculum 
on aesthetic values; noting that music is universal in the 
experience of all men, he says, 
1. Music is the most subtle, pervasive and insistent 
of all the arts. 
2. It requires no intellectualism to work its 
effects. 
3. Its effects cannot be denied by the auditor. It 
is impossible to direct or divert the psychological 
effects of the sheer potency of the tone by an act of 
will. 
4. Special abilities are not necessary. All can 
share in a response to music. (84:220) 
Burmeister goes on to say that, based on the needs of general 
education, the following should be true of music in general 
education: 
l. Music in the schools should be based on a general 
core for all. 
2. The general core should be required of all during 
a period when common cultural values of music are 
stressed. 
3. The core should be taught by properly trained 
persons. 
4. The course of study should be cooperatively 
planned. 
5. Musical experiences should be emphasized. 
6. Skills should be developed. 
7. There should be emphasis on quality not quantity. 
8. It should be recognized that the student is and 
will be primarily a consumer of music. 
9. There should be no dichotomy between vocal and 
instrumental music. 
10. There should be more educative aspects to the 
elective program. 
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11. Materials should reflect their functional values. 
12. Goals should be high but attainable. 
13. There should be provision for musical specialties 
developing out of the core. 
14. The total program should be designed for growth. 
(84:221) 
These goals could be implemented by a fine arts requirement 
for either grade nine or ten, which would complement the 
generally successful general music of the seventh and eighth 
grades. Two fallacies are pointed out by Burmeister: 
(1) the fallacy that music in the schools is for the purpose 
of discovering talent, and (2) that performance is for the 
purpose of developing appreciative listeners. He does point 
out, however, that performance is important as a culmination 
of musical activities. (84:215-235) 
General education seems to be the most important 
single development which has been synthesized from the 
research, experience, and knowledge of the twentieth cen-
tury. The Association for the Supervision and Curriculum 
Development in The ~ School We Need states, 
The American high school • • • must provide youth with 
experiences which continuously increase personal, social 
and vocational competencies needed in our society. (60:2) 
The program of general studies seems best prepared to teach 
competencies. Leonard says general studies are important 
because, 
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First, they understand the need for common skills, atti-
tudes, behaviors, and understandings among all youth in 
a democratic society. Second, they are centered in the 
social and personal needs of youth. Third, they are 
related to goals deemed desirable rather than to subject 
disciplines. Fourth, they are orderly and carefully 
planned, worthy in themselves, and pupils recognize 
their significance for their own living and education. 
Fifth, they give a truly significant purpose to the 
universal secondary education and relate to its proper 
place the development of special interests and aptitude 
for college entrance, occupational competence, and 
personal development. {28:394) 
Regarding the position of the general program over the sub-
ject matter content courses, Henry says, 
The general must come to carry a connotation of rich-
ness and spirituality more than the academic now does. 
Time was when common learnings were designed for a 
privileged elite; it is now high time that a curriculum 
of general education be created for all youth in a demo-
cratic society. The general--whether it is a course to 
take, an atmosphere to be striven for, a heritage to be 
glimpsed, an outcome to be achieved, a need to be ful-
filled, a problem to be solved, a vision to be shared, 
a heart to be stirred--must be so conceived by a faculty 
that all pupils have a chance to participate in it. No 
other meaning of general education is sufficient for the 
task facing the American high school. {62:172) 
Specifically concerning music 1 s part in the new universal 
general program, Burmeister suggests that, 
Music has made a tremendous growth laterally, especially 
in the last thirty years, but largely on the basis of 
performance by select groups. With the exception of 
general music in the elementary schools, it has not been 
shown in practice that music rightfully belongs in the 
central core of common experiences required of all 
learners. This must be done by proving general values 
which are unique to music without sacrificing the high 
standards of performance which have distinguished 
school music. This can be done if music education 
will identify its philosophical bases, develop basic 
concepts consistent with its philosophy, and face and 
resolve specific problems which these create in prac-
tice. {84: 234) 
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Pestalozzi made a distinction between book knowledge 
and practical knowledge; proponents of the general education 
plan seem to agree with this. While there may be some con-
flict in ideals between those who interpret the general edu-
cation process as being mainly liberal arts and those who 
believe it to be a core based on functional needs, it seems 
that general education is actually the better implementation 
of the subject-type curriculum, utilizing the proven ideas 
of the core and activity curriculums. It is seldom possible 
to make a generalization of the sceondary-school situation 
in this country, due to the lack of unified policy and con-
trols. One fact, however, seems clear, namely, that the 
American secondary school is almost universally heading in 
the direction of general education. (58:97) Therefore, 
the aims of music should be, Espy says, 
. • • the development of musical interests and insights 
in all pupils, and the production of relatively special-
ized musical abilities in those pupils whose exceptional 
talents, interests, or needs make specialized training 
appropriate. (16:313) 
IV. OTHER INFWENCES 
The National Education Association. Foremost in the 
establishment of philosophies, studies, and research for 
curriculum improvement are the various affiliates of the 
National Education Association. Comprised of specialists 
in particular areas, these organizations have done more to 
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articulate and implement positive curriculum changes than any 
other force in America. The particular divisions of the 
National Education Association which have contributed greatly 
to curriculum development and foundations of education in the 
twentieth century are: The Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development, The National Association of Secondary-
School Administrators, The American Association of School 
Administrators, and The Education Policies Commission. 
Along with the National Society for the Study of Education, 
the Progressive Education Association, The Special Studies 
Project of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, The National 
Council for Better Schools, and the National School Boards 
Association, these organizations contributed much of the 
research which has developed and refined the secondary 
school. As the voice of education in America, the National 
Education Association has a policy of study and the continual 
revision of its findings based on such study. In no other 
country is education so influenced by educators. With the 
absence of federal control in education, the National Edu-
cation Association has been a national spokesman for evolu-
tionary change in the education process. 
The White House Conference on Education. The White 
House Conference has had, and will have in the future, a far-
reaching influence on American education. Although confer-
ences of this type rarely establish points in policy which 
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are any different from those of learned societies, leading 
educational philosophers, and curriculum workers, this con-
ference had a distinct significance. Representing, for the 
first time, a cross-section of the entire country, this con-
ference brought true democratic influence into the forming 
and readjusting of school curriculums. The conference 
represented professional educators, through the National 
Education Association and its affiliated organizations, 
the federal government, and, more important, a wide repre-
sentation of lay-people from various areas of the country 
with diverse backgrounds and opinions. In recent years, 
organizations of the National Education Association have 
represented educators, being augmented by the writings of 
important learned societies, especially the National Society 
for the Study of Education and the Progressive Education 
Association. The White House Conference was important 
because it represented people from all walks of life. 
As might be expected, the end results were relatively 
consistent with what has already been expressed by educators. 
The topics of the conference were: (1) "What Should 
the Schools Accomplish?" and {2) 11 In What Ways Can We Operate 
Our Schools More Efficiently and Economically?" Adjunct to 
this, was the desire to continue what the conference had 
started, that is, the obtaining of a continuing public 
interest in education. With Dr. Adam Bennion, of Salt 
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Lake City, Utah, and Dr. William Carr, Executive Secretary of 
the National Education Association, as co-chairmen, the con-
ference set-up twelve principles in answer to topic number 
one. These principles help even more to establish general 
education in the secondary school. Noteworthy to curriculum 
workers in the field of music education are number ten, 
aesthetic appreciation and self-expression in the arts; and 
number twelve, the wise use of time, including constructive 
leisure time pursuits. (85:18) 
The Music Educators National Conference. The Music 
Educators National Conference has been the main organization 
representing music educators and their contributions in the 
improvement of the curriculum. From its modest beginnings 
in Keokuk, Iowa, in 1907, the Music Educators National Con-
ference has grown to include 34,000 music educators. Con-
cerned more with method and content in the past than develop-
ing philosophies, the Music Educators National Conference has 
recently taken positive action in searching for a dynamic and 
effective philosophy of music in the schools. There are 
inherent weaknesses in an organization of this type, being 
the spokesman for music 1 s place in the curriculum. Usually 
it is difficult to get an opinion that is not colored by the 
enthusiasm that these workers have for music. 
In Music in American Education and previously in the 
Music Education Source Book, the Music Educators National 
Conference has articulated its values for music in the 
schools. Music in American Education stresses the func-
tional values of music, those of self-expression through 
group activity, aesthetic needs, responsibility to the com-
munity, and it greatly emphasizes the moral and spiritual 
values in music education. (76:3-6) The Music Curriculum 
in the Secondary Schools says, "The primary purpose LQf 
music educatioQ7 is to disseminate the cultural aspects 
of music as an art." (75:5} Other purposes for music in 
the secondary school are to develop an " .•• understanding 
of other people, knowledge and appreciation, as well as 
skill in the use of music in home, church, and the com-
munity." (75:5) Music is also recommended as an avoca-
tiona! interest or hobby, for relaxation and release from 
the tensions of everyday living, for recognizing the child 
gifted in music, and for social relationships. (75:5} 
Current trends in music education. The cultural 
traditions of music in America, despite their uncertain 
beginnings, are strong indeed. Although the cultural heri-
tage is rooted in the past, this tradition is a conserva-
tive and stabilizing force in the process of developing a 
culture. (84:102) Mueller states the functions of educa-
tion as follows: 
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1. The socialization of the child and his maturation 
into a productive member of society. 
2. To teach the skills which are necessary for the 
performance of higher functions. 
3. The educational process takes cognizance of the 
personality, the individual talents, and disposition. 
(84:120) 
In substantiating the need of a cultural background and the 
fulfilling of the above, Meuller points out, 
Music admittedly is part of the cultural amenities of 
life. Modern life is not built on bare appetitive 
essentials. It does not limit itself to a skeletal 
existence for animal survival. We do not read basic 
English, we read literature; we do not dress merely 
for warmth and protection, we clothe ourselves in 
style; we do not consume K-rations, we dine with our 
friends; we do not burn up our biological machine, 
we intersperse our work with earned leisure. (84:120) 
It is a new and significant concept that general education 
should include music for reasons other than those of the 
traditionalistic philosophy. Although "culturen has 
always been implied as the reason for music, the above 
meanings give it a more universal character and, indeed, 
make it worthy of the general educative process. Music, 
as an art, can be self-rewarding and even contests and 
festivals in music education can point to the natural 
desire for one social person wanting to measure up to 
others. Many have questioned the carry-over values of 
music into post-school life; therefore, the question 
arises whether these people have done the same searching 
for carry-over values in mathematics for the non-scientific 
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major and language for the student who will always reside in 
an English-speaking community. 
Music is a universal language since it is common with 
all cultures. Music, as represented by song, dance motion, 
declamation, drama, motive and development, architectural 
shaping, mathematical order, and pure harmony, and timbre, 
have existed throughout the known history of man. (84:129) 
A great range of feeling has been expressed by music and that 
feeling is more universal than any other form of expression. 
McKay says that the following are desirable and applicable 
in the teaching of music as a universal value: 
1. We must stimulate an attitude of humility before 
the vastness of human musical achievement and a grati-
tude toward the artist for his gift to mankind. 
2. We should recognize the importance of vivid 
individuality as a possible resource of artistic pro-
gress and extend this consciousness beyond the indivi-
dual to regional emphasis and vividness of natural 
culture. 
3. It is important to build a knowledge of histor-
ical interrelation of the various phases of our musical 
expressions; to explain the relation of our immediate 
culture to basic European tradition, and the relation 
of that tradition and all others to primitive bases. 
4. We must teach as to give a sense of the "dynamic" 
nature of music history not only by stressing its alive-
ness through constant growth but also through its pro-
gress from the "static" application of localized custom 
toward its "dynamic" relation to the brotherhood of man 
and its relation to eternal spiritual problems and 
universal expressive needs. 
5. It will be valuable to emphasize certain perma-
nencies by illustrating with musical examples the basic 
types of natural musical interest. 
6. Students should be led into a natural curiosity 
about the expanding cultural world in which they live; 
to go forward on an exploratory experience into anthro-
pological by-roads and into newer, modern, ethnographic 
developments through illustrative listening and per-
forming experience. 
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7. We should teach the importance of full philoso-
phical range in understanding music, and through illus-
tration of music use in everyday experience to challenge 
every value point of view, using its opposite as a means 
of developing the young mind into fullfledged intellec-
tual citizenship. This illustrative music should be the 
most vivid available, utilizing the masterworks of the 
past and music created by the geniuses of our own age. 
8. We need to let the student luxuriate in music 
that is his own--jazz, folk music, popular music, parade 
music: to lead him to be an intelligent critic by having 
him experience his own world vividly, with its own 
machine age and regional emphases, whatever they may be. 
This should be accomplished within the orbit of a pre-
viously achieved musical framework of philosophical or 
critical understanding. 
9. We ought to present the finest of traditional 
music and the most subtle of aristocratically intelli-
gent music, but with the greatest of care, always 
explaining that it is not a substitute for that most 
glorious of art experiences, our own creation, out of 
our own needs, in our own symbOis:-though it does-con-
tain basically valuable-experience relating to the 
development of historical knowledge, philosophy, and 
musical technique. 
10. It is very desirable to create a consciousness 
of the importance of new experiences and an awareness 
of the growth of the musical expression through har-
mony, texture, and form; to show that all music and 
all communication is symbolism and that, this accumu-
lates, the treasure of more and more varied and indi-
vidualized expression comes into being for us. Chal-
lenge the student to know and to dare to experience 
such adventure, with the carous "frontier" artists in 
music, such as, Villa-Lobos in Brazilian folk music, 
Alban Berg in the twelve-tone technique, Bartok and 
Hindemith in the reassessment of clarity of archi-
tectural shaping, Milhaud in polytonality, and many 
others equally creative, as a means of obtaining a 
vision of the dynamic growth of music in our own 
home. 
11. Finally, we must let the student know he is the 
creator of his own music culture and the guardian of 
the totality of musical expression; that through his 
small share as a performer, listener, composer of 
struggling tentative pieces, he is contributing to a 
vital result; that the greatest of musical works is 
only the sum or sublimation of an outreaching wish 
of the many and that, through his own creative struggle 
on whatever small plane it must exist, the meaning of 
the future will, in part, be revealed. (84:138-139) 
The importance of music in the growth of a cultural 
heritage is great. Music educators have rejected material 
which is important to the cultural ethos; the objectives of 
music education are different in each society. The large 
emphasis on European traditions and the relatively small 
concern with local and sectional heritages points this 
out to a great degree. House says the objectives of music 
education should, 
1. Be formulated with a particular context in mind. 
2. Describe definitive knowledge and understanding, 
attitudes and appreciations, skills and habits. 
3. Embrace a comprehensive and balanced pattern of 
musicianship. 
4. Be reduced to an ordered pattern. (84:244) 
Although the universality of music has been noted, it is 
important to state that there is little universal music. 
Music, in general, is universal in the experience of all 
men; music, in the specific, is basically a cultural 
possession. From this, music educators derived two con-
clusions, (1) music can be taught as a universal-aesthetic 
need in which all interest and achievement levels are 
shared as a common experience, and (2) special music can 
be taught through the student's own cultural matrix of 
musical experiences. The result should be a musically 
educated person, who, according to Leonard, 
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1. Recognizes the factors essential for effective 
musical performance. 
2. Recalls historical information pertinent to the 
music he enjoys. 
3. Sings in tune, accurately and expressively. 
4. Reads music sufficiently to pursue it inde-
pendently. 
5. Apprehends the melody of music he hears. 
6. Is responsive to quality in musical performance. 
1. Is responsive to the expressive values of dif-
ferent types of music. 
8. Responds favorably to constructive criticism of 
his musical efforts. 
g. Strives to improve his musical competence. 
(84:317) 
These criteria, demonstrating the outcomes of universal and 
cultural music values, are also important because they set 
up specific outcomes. The music educator needs only to 
take these outcomes and develop the experiences necessary 
to fulfill them. 
Education for appreciation has been the goal of edu-
cation since the humanists. Appreciation, as an apprecia-
tion of values, does not imply the common "listening" 
lessons in music. Bossing says, 
• appreciation may be said to consist of the emo-
tional disposition to choose those values in life con-
ceived to be of the greatest ultimate significance to 
the individual and society. {7:660) 
In education for appreciation of aesthetic values, there 
are techniques different from those used in the teaching 
skills. According to Bossing, these techniques may not 
be well-developed because of the difficulty in measuring 
achievement in appreciation. The misunderstanding between 
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teaching-techniques for skills and those for appreciation may 
be one of the main reasons for the general lack of under-
standing of aesthetic values. Bossing attributes this to 
the difficulty of determining standards for beauty in art 
and music. Aesthetic appreciation requires both emotion 
and intelligence, and the teacher's enthusiasm must stimu-
late the pupil to further activity. Analysis should be 
made of only those items which directly relate to under-
standing, are appropriate to the situation, and are within 
the student's range of understanding. (7:677-689) 
Some current~ends evident in the organization of 
the curriculum are, according to Choate, 
1. Broadening of all music curriculums to include 
more of the general culture and background courses, 
with a compensatory lessening of specialized skill 
and technic subjects. 
2. An understanding of the developmental approach 
in music teaching with an emphasis upon the attitudes 
and feeling-tone of the class. 
3. Increased emphasis on functional aspects of 
music, including the use of indigenous, folk, and 
popular music. • • • 
4. Recognition of technological advances, particu-
larly in the utilization or audio-visual resources. {89:58) 
Burmeister says that music in the schools must be directed 
in three areas: aesthetic growth, productive use of leisure 
time, and emotional development. {84:219) Finally, the 
American Association of School Administrators dedicated 
their 1959 conference to the theme of "Education and the 
Creative Arts," saying, 
We believe in a well-balanced school curriculum in which 
music, drama, painting, poetry, sculpture, architecture, 
and the like are included side by side with other impor-
tant subjects, such as, mathematics, history, and 
science. (57:248) 
Conclusion. As the tide of immigration subsides and 
a new era of international understanding begins, education 
needs an improved curriculum. The influences of mass com-
munication and new specialists, such as, social and recre-
ational workers, have changed the function of the secondary 
school and the place of music in the curriculum. Hanna 
advocates "A National Commission for Curriculum Research 
and Development" and the Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum development states the need for a new Committee 
of Ten and Cardinal Principles to formulate bold new ideas 
and to define sharply the distinctive needs of youth and 
the purposes of the secondary school. This great surge 
of thought has and will greatly influence the place and 
function of music in the secondary school. If music is 
not based on secure philosophical and psychological 
grounds, it will have to fight for its existence in a 
time of dynamic change in the world. The educational 
objectives of self-realization, human relations, economic 
efficiency, and civic responsibility must be inherent in 
musical learning. 
The secondary-school curriculum and its development, 
during the twentieth century, as a comprehensive base of 
study for all youth, was due to the various studies of the 
Commissions and the development and modification of many 
educational philosophies. Pragmatism, realism, develop-
mentalism, progressivism, and traditionalism all made 
their contributions either in the formulating of outcomes 
or in developing methods of teaching. The White House 
Conference further articulated these goals by compositing 
the views of people from all walks of life on the needs 
of the schools. The outcome seems definitely to be the 
further development of the comprehensive high school with 
a strong program of general education or common learning 
complemented by areas of special education. Cultural, 
aesthetic, social-ethical education and education for 
life adjustment, self-realization, and civic-responsi-
bility have made their importance felt with the learning 
of skills. 
The place of music in the curriculum has been 
determined by implications of certain values which are 
unique to music in education. The place of music in 
general education is being based on more firm philosophical 
and psychological grounds, with emphasis placed on music's 
relationship in helping obtain the outcomes of the general 
educative program. Performance groups, except performance 
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as an outcome of general class learning, is relegated to the 
realm of special education. The Music Educators National 
Conference and the current trends in music education indicate 
an even more secure place for music in both the general and 
special programs. The White House Conference reported that, 
The order given by the American people to the schools 
is grand in its simplicity: in addition to intellectual 
achievement, foster morality, happiness and useful 
ability. The talent of each child is to be sought out 
and developed to the fullest. Each weakness is to be 
studied and, as far as possible, corrected. This is a 
truly majestic ideal, and an astonishingly new one. 
Schools of that kind have never been provided for more 
than a small fraction of mankind. (85:15) 
In further explanation of the goals of the secondary school 
Spitznas says, 
1. The secondary school should develop a well-rounded 
program of general education. 
2. The school, first by flexible grouping within the 
class and later both by flexible grouping within the 
class and the segregation of like-minded students of 
similar interests and abilities, should give increasing 
time and opportunity through the grades for extended 
exploration of the specialized aspects of the creative 
effort in the language arts, the fine arts, the experi-
mental arts, the social arts, the practical arts, the 
art of quantitative reasoning, and the physical arts. 
3. High school programs of special education should 
be organized and operated so as to yield optimum general 
education values. (62:196) 
Leonard, in evaluating the objectives of music education in 
the secondary school, says they should, 
1. Conform to the general objectives of education. 
2. Place emphasis on accomplishments that are the 
natural contribution of music education. 
3. Be consistent with democratic ideals. 
4. Lead toward fulfillment of the basic human needs. 
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5. Be consistent with, or at least not contradictory, 
to one another. 
6. Be consistent with the functions that the school 
can be logically expected to perform. 
7. Allow for individual differences. 
8. Be specific and comprehensive so as to give pre-
cise direction to the selection of experiences, methods 
of teaching, musical materials, and evaluative procedures. 
9. Point to the continuous raising of defensible 
standards. 
10. Be stated in terms of behavior. 
11. State outcomes in terms that are meaningful and 
understandable to students, parents, other teachers and 
administrators. 
12. Take cognizance of the varying points of view but 
be acceptable to all concerned with the music-education 
program. (84:334) 
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CHAPTER V 
CHANGE AND THE CURRICULUM 
Life in Colonial America and in the nineteenth 
century America was rooted in self-sufficient, centralized 
communities. Although America expanded during this period, 
very little change occurred in the lives of people and the 
existence was vigorous in terms of non-conveniences and 
hard work. Since the~ science and technology have created 
a great amount of change for society which promises many 
new advances and a new way of life. In two hundred years, 
early America hardly changed its social foundations. In 
order to understand the secondary-school curriculum and 
music's place and function within that framework, it is 
necessary to examine the vicissitudes in the course of 
the twentieth century. The Association for Supervision 
and Curriculum Development said, "The American high 
school . . • must provide youth with experiences which 
continuously increase personal, social, and vocational 
competencies needed in our society." (60:2) 
Immigration and industrialization. In the early 
part of this century, the vast influx of immigrants from 
every country in the world made this country a "melting-
pot" of national cultures. As the refined culture of 
Europe influenced the cultural life of America during the 
nineteenth century, so did the new and mass immigration 
affect and augment the cultural heritage of this country. 
The blending of all these cultural aspects formed the 
American culture which, although it was represented by 
older traditions, amalgamated itself into a distinct and 
separate culture. 
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Coming at the same time as the great immigrations 
and interacting with it, industrialization marked the close 
of the frontiers and the beginning of the urbanization of 
America. The agrarian home changed to the industrial home 
and transportation, credit, and politics became more vital 
to each individual. The impersonality of neighborhoods, 
the transience of families and the lessening responsibility 
of the family in educating youth made great changes in the 
curriculum necessary. The secondary school needed to offer 
more than science and culture; it needed to educate for 
intelligent citizenship. The curriculum was influenced 
by the demands of labor, industry, and charitable organi-
zations to include family training in the education of all 
youth. (45:31, 41) 
I. SOCIAL CHANGE 
Students in the secondary school may be said to be 
learning in a situation which is a culture-bound process of 
maturing. Although adolescents comprise only five per cent 
of the total population, the social structure of the rest 
of the population affects one of their culture-bound-
process, the secondary school. (62:27) The development 
of the curriculum is basically a social process because 
the school is a society and because local groups affect 
the school and its organization. The secondary school is 
faced with the task of organizing its curriculum in order 
to recognize the individuality of youth and its common ways 
of life. (62:36) The Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development says the social context, 
1. Determines who the persons and groups are that 
will be involved in the decision making. 
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2. Conditions the way in which the problem will be 
seen by those making decisions. 
3. Influences the priority of a consideration of 
the problem. 
4. Makes available acceptable courses of action in 
dealing with the problem. (62:40) 
There are many factors which affect social change and which 
are, therefore, directly concerned with the curriculum. 
These factors include science and technology, mass communi-
cation, the tense world situation, the great national and 
international mobility of members of the society, and the 
changes in family living. As these factors continue to 
affect society by changing previous concepts, they create 
problems which members of the society must comprehend and 
accept. Six primary elements which cause social change are, 
1. Changing status of youth in the American social 
structure. 
2. Changing patterns of community life. 
3. Changing occupational patterns. 
4. Changing educational and income structure. 
5. Changing intensity of religious and ideological 
commitment. 
6. Changing role of our nation in respect to nations 
in the early stages of technological development. 
(62:40) 
As a more penetrating example in the projected change in 
occupational patterns, the following may be noted, 
1. The proportion of those working in farming will 
continue its long term decline. 
2. The proportion of the labor force working in 
industry will probably not increase. 
3. Service occupations will expand. 
4. Disadvantaged groups which have been excluded 
or in an unfavorable position in the labor force will 
find wider opportunities. (62:52) 
The changes which these elements tend to create for the 
society and for the individual cannot be minimized by 
curriculum workers. 
Community. The public schools have become, in the 
last fifty years, less isolated from the community. Changes 
in the community have affected the secondary school increas-
ingly during this time. The changes that science and tech-
nology have made, coupled with the increased specialization 
of labor, have affected the community. The community does 
not exist for the common purposes it was originally designed 
for in earlier America. (74:11) The purpose of today's 
community is for the purpose of delimiting a school district. 
(58:14) The individual member of an urbanized society of 
today has little need for the other members of the society 
unless he is a member of a special interest group within 
the society. This tends to develop a class system of small 
special interests groups, sometimes "pressure groups," in 
the community. {45:14, 15) 
The effect that these and other factors of modern 
community living have on the secondary-school curriculum 
is important. These changes are a mandate for the schools 
to develop the common sense usually taught by the elders 
or family heads of older communities, to teach methods of 
resolving social conflict, and to eliminate bias and class 
feeling as much as possible. (45:120-132) 
Economic life. The decline of free enterprise, the 
divorce of ownership and control, the decline of individual 
initiative, and the decline of a free market are all exi-
gencies which have changed economic life. Consumer credit, 
government spending, and the large salaries paid to skilled 
and scientific workers are also factors which have changed 
economic life. (45:62-80; 58:16) 
Values. The changing values represent a changing of 
the universals in society. The adoption of new values, 
through the recognition of new universals, is of prime 
importance among the aims of the general education 
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curriculum. Smith, Stanley, and Shores say that general 
education is a democratic society when that education is, 
• . . geared to the task of clarifying the democratic 
value-system, increasing the depth and range of these 
values, and encouraging through concrete activities 
the realization of these ideals for everyone. (45:122) 
The curriculum has failed to take these changi,ng 
values into consideration at an appropriate time. Due to 
the general lag in culture, these changes in values are 
not identified until they have occurred. Education has 
hesitated in adopting the necessary changes in the curri-
culum and music education has often lagged even further 
behind in adopting new principles and procedures which 
reflect the changing cultural conditions. This lag needs 
to be shortened and made as nearly simultaneous with 
cultural developments as possible because of the rapid 
change in social conditions, values, and the subsequent 
change in the culture. (77:6) 
Status or youth. Maturation in youth has become more 
rapid due to social change. The Association for Supervision 
and Curriculum Development says, "The secondary school is 
faced with the task of working with adolescents, recognizing 
their individuality and their common group life." (62:36) 
The effects of social change have greatly changed the status 
of youth with reference to maturity, demands on time, and 
responsibility. 
II. DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS AND THE INDIVIDUAL 
The American Association of School Administrators 
in The High School in ~ Changing World says, "The school 
will be effective to the degree in which society's needs 
and each individual's needs are appraised and met by the 
school program." (58:40) The secondary school must meet 
the needs of youth which are demanded by the society and 
the individual, and the needs imposed by the culture. 
These imposed needs are called developmental tasks and 
they include the new relationships with adults and peers, 
parental independence, an adult social and economic 
stature, and the development of self-confidence and a 
system of values. (62:41) 
Teachers and curriculum workers must be familiar 
with these developmental tasks and the role of "human 
relationships" as a new cultural need. The teacher can 
utilize the motivational values of the developmental 
tasks; the curriculum worker can provide the necessary 
experience in needed subject areas. The cursory activity 
programs of the secondary schools need to be developed 
more in the light of developmental tasks. Hansen says 
that the extra-curricular and activity programs are based 
on individual differences and nothing else. (21:149) 
Therefore, music education activities and performance 
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groups need serious study and consideration in the light of 
developmental tasks. Recognition of developmental tasks in 
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the curriculum is recommended by the American Association of 
School Administrators by, 
1. A balanced program of general and special educa-
tion. 
2. Being a determining factor in grade placement and 
general education content. 
3. Being a determining factor in content of special 
education. 
4. Discouraging social stratification. 
5. Learnin~ experiences being provided in different 
forms. (58:87) 
Schools for tomorrow. As the needs of society and 
the needs of the individual in society change, so must the 
secondary schools. Trump sums up the needs as follows, 
The proposals for the school of the future call for 
reduction of time students spend in group instruction. 
Classes do not meet five days weekly. This flexibility 
would permit broader study in a variety of fields, or 
deeper in a few. This would be true not only for 
talented youth but also for slower learning students. 
Those students able and interested in doing so could 
elect more academic subjects. Vocational education 
would be easier to schedule. The increase in length 
of school day and week--when appropriate for selected 
students--would be carried out in the area of indivi-
dual study. (86:38) 
In the period after World War II, the world has seen 
a tremendous growth of international tensions. As Ginger 
pointed out in "Let's Keep Our Balance in Education," the 
needs for technically-trained persons should not over-
shadow the educational system. Yet, as an aftermath of 
Russian scientific achievements, certain philosophies have 
been expressed rather vehemently in this nation. Bestor 
(Educational Wastelands), Richover (Education and Freedom), 
Leiberman (The Future of Public Education), and other 
critics writing in lay magazines have attacked the roots 
of educational policy of the twentieth century. Bestor is 
an example of one who would attack public education because 
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he basically does not believe in mass education; Richover•s 
aim is the betterment of scientific education; and Leiberman•s 
criticism is a sincere effort by an American educator to set 
up national standards for curriculums. In the main, these 
writers and others who have criticized public education are 
representing the traditionalist's point of view. Although 
these critiques of American education are available to the 
masses, the answers to the questions they pose are usually 
contained in the trade journals or education and the publi-
cations of learned societies. Many real weaknesses have 
been pointed out by these and other writers: the need for 
students to take more academic subjects; the need to pay 
more attention to gifted youth; the need to meet the chal-
lenges of the space age; the need to improve the quality 
of teaching, and the professional standards of teachers; 
the need to lighten teacher loads and alleviate the teacher 
shortage are all real problems which must be solved by the 
schools of tomorrow. (86:37) One ofthe major recommenda-
tions of Conant is the eliminating of the small and 
inefficient high school. (11:19) The recommendations or 
Hanna and Leiberman are vital to the future, that is, to 
create a commission for standardizing certain aspects or 
the curriculum, and to include in this commission's juris-
diction national aims for general education. (108:2) 
The results or the commissions, the revised philoso-
phies or the twentieth century, and the results or the 
changes evident in the social foundations or education 
make it imperative that standards be accepted, changes 
be made, and study and research be continued in order to 
satisfy the dual needs or education--the development or 
the individual and the improvement or society. The 
American Association or School Administrators has recom-
mended the following for the future secondary school, 
1. 
grade. 
Universal education through the fourteenth 
2. Schools organizations will facilitate the 
realization or the purposes and functions or educa-
tion for all youth. 
3. The individual will be the focus or the school. 
4. New designs, content and method to the curri-
culum. 
5. 
6. 
7-8. 
Better starr prestige. 
Improved school plant. 
Better home-community-school relationships. 
Continued experiment and evaluation. (58:362) 
Conclusion. Population changes due to the new 
mobility or society have created a new community scene. 
As industrialization and immigration created urbanization 
in the first part or the century, so have social mobility 
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and other factors developed a new type of community--the 
suburban community. As new leisure patterns develop from 
changes in occupations and changes in economic patterns, 
so has the school's place in the community been changing. 
The role of the school, as an isolated institution in the 
community, is outdated. Two separate changes are notice-
able: (1) the school program will be more and more influ-
enced by community demands and problems, and (2) the 
school will increasingly become more of a center of com-
munity activity. (74:3) In many respects, community 
life is changing again from the impersonality of the first 
part of the century to a reconstituted version of the 
colonial community. Active participation in leisure acti-
vities, rather than passive entertainments, are changing 
the functions of leisure-time uses and avocational inter-
ests. The report of Concert Music United States of 
America indicates the tremendous community participation 
in musical activities. (64:1-4) 
The new leisure is an important development of this 
change. More money and more time are being spent on recre-
ational diversions and avocational pursuits than could be 
imagined by any prophet of the thirties. A great amount of 
expenditure is directly in the field of music for admis-
sions, reproducing equipment, instruments and music, and 
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productions of musical events. Relating to this growth, 
the Music Educators National Conference says, 
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An appraisal of the place of the arts in America will 
show, on the one hand, a tremendous expansion and growth 
in quality during the past forty years, and on the other 
hand, a greater need for art in view of current social 
demands. Recent developments calling for a re-examina-
tion and intensification of aesthetic activity include: 
further industrial mechanization and automation, and 
consequently more leisure; groupings in the new suburbia 
for a creative and constructive way of life; the search 
for spiritual values evidenced by increased religious 
activity; the quest for personal and group integrity in 
times of insecurity; and the failure of the mass media 
to meet the needs of a large group of persons. (74:15) 
The implications for music in the curriculum are 
noteworthy both in the general and in the special areas of 
music education in the schools. In the areas of general 
education, music in the secondary curriculum must provide 
experiences which will be required or at least available 
to allyouth. It is important to develop basic skills, 
appreciations, and attitudes which will give students 
the background necessary for further development of such 
skills, appreciations, and attitudes in their adult life. 
In the area of special education, the curriculum must 
provide more intense experiences for those students whose 
interests are already developed along musical lines. This 
special music would include advanced and extended 11 general" 
type courses, as well as ensembles and performance groups. 
In this regard, the performing groups fulfill a real need 
of the community. Usually, performing groups are justified 
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for the social experience they provide for the students. The 
real reason for their existence may be due to their unifying 
force on the school society and the community. Community and 
service organizations do not sponsor this type of activity as 
much as in the past, therefore, the function of providing 
performing groups becomes the responsibility of the schools. 
Many community tasks and family duties of former years have 
been relegated to the schools as the only unified community 
group left to provide such services. (45:14) 
With the advent of great social change, the manifes-
tation of this change is in the area of general education, 
augmented by special education. Music, as both a part of 
general and special education, has specific benefits in 
determining the outcomes of the educative process. Music 
in the schools can represent historically the cultural 
heritage of the European and American traditions. The 
unifying force of ethnical music, which developed from 
the immigration period, can do much to allay the social 
stratification of both school and community. In the area 
of international understanding, music's value may not be 
as important as Lawler's and other theses have shown. 
(78:87) There is, however, no denying ofthe commonness 
of the musical expression even between the two ideological 
opposites--the Soviet Republic and the United States. 
(92:81) 
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Overcoming the impersonality of the community and the 
developing self-confidence and feeling of status in youth 
can be accomplished through music, as well as the developing 
of leisure-time pursuits. More and more, it is expected 
that educated citizens will have a rich cultural background, 
especially in the fine arts. The secondary school is one 
of the last places left for the formal development of con-
cepts in the arts in students who will not go on to further 
education and in those who will specialize in an intense 
field in higher education. The schools for tomorrow will 
make provisions for special interests and liberal studies, 
yet the schools of today must continue in the direction of 
more and better instruction in the arts and other special 
areas as part of the evolution of the educative process. 
(86:38-39) 
The function of music in the secondary school should 
be primarily based on outcomes of the educative process; 
functions which could be resolved well or better by other 
areas of study cannot be accepted as real justifications 
of music's place in the secondary-school curriculum. It 
is possible to see that change in American life has and 
will greatly affect the curriculum. The common musical 
experiences which the secondary school provides for youth 
will be important, for secondary reasons, to give a common 
sequence of experiences due to the mobility of society. 
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The need for people, who are involved in specialized occupa-
tions, to develop some kind or avocational interests which 
either use the mind in aesthetic-cognitive expressions or 
the hands in an expressive relationship, could be solidified 
in the majority by real and meaningful musical pursuits. 
Used as a form or relaxation from the tensions or everyday 
living, and the tensions or international affairs beyond 
the individual's control, music is unique. This use or 
music becomes more valid in direct proportion with the 
amount known about music. The secondary schools must 
provide appreciation-through-experience of this value 
or music. The general music course and the performing 
groups or a school serve the community by having one non-
stratified group which unites for a common purpose--to 
learn about music or to perform music. This type or class 
organization--which should be heterogeneous in the general 
music class--may help to resolve social conflicts and 
build a common core or musical values for all students. 
The performing groups perform a distinctive task compar-
able to none other in the schools. The individual and 
his relationship to the group is unique in that the indi-
vidual must work as an individual with the goal or group 
outcomes foremost in mind. Each individual's contribution 
is important at every moment of preparation or performance 
and the more each individual does in improving his quality, 
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the more the groups benefit by it. Through experience, the 
development of appreciation should have its final end in the 
discrimination and sophistication or the listener. Study of 
music, as part of general education, should include, as a 
positive outcome, helping the consumers-of-music spend their 
money, which amounted to over $4oO,OOO,OOO in 1959, wisely 
by both artistic and technical criteria. 
The Music in American Life Commission VIII of the 
Music Educators National Conference says, 
Musical learning is a tie between school, home, and 
community which carries implicit meanings for the nature 
of the teaching. Music education developed from a tra-
dition of private teaching, and the overlapping of the 
tutorial and group music education gives rise to impor-
tant issues of method, finance, and relationships 
between teacher and student. Music is both a profes-
sional activity and the preoccupation or amateurs on 
all levels of attainment and interest; thus the close-
ness of music to new leisure patterns as well as to 
the picture or economic support by the community. {74:1) 
The interaction and reaction of all those social influences 
which affect the secondary school curriculum are also affect-
ing music•s place and function in the curriculum. It seems 
apparent that the place of a ~ type of music education 
stressing the common learnings, as has not been generally 
done in the past, and keeping a strong influence on per-
forming groups, as has been done in the past, is assured 
by the evidence or new needs and their implementation by 
the secondary school. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
It was the purpose of this study (1) to determine 
whether recent changes in educational philosophies have 
occurred which affect the place and function of music in 
the curriculum; (2) to determine whether social, economic, 
and technological changes have been an influence on music's 
place and function in the curriculum; and (3) to determine 
if the philosophies of music education have advanced con-
sistently with these changes. 
I. SUMMARY 
The literature on the place and function of music in 
the curriculum and the historical background of the place 
and function of music in the curriculum indicated a lack of 
philosophically sound justification for music in the 
secondary-school curriculum. Kwalwasser was one of the 
first to challenge the justifying of music in the curri-
culum on outcomes which were not exclusive to musical 
studies. The publications, General Education in a Free 
Society, The Music Curriculum in a Changing World, and 
Music in Education, all showed the need for music as a 
universally aesthetic expression. 
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The historical precedence for music in the curriculum 
was found to be lacking in a well-developed philosophy partly 
because music was introduced by Lowell Mason with unison 
singing of music of European traditions. The importance 
of the singing school was not unique because music was 
taught as a means, not as an end. Partly because of the 
lack of development in colonial times and partly because 
of imported European cultural values, aesthetic concepts 
in American culture were neglected. 
The various commissions developed much of the new 
thinking in American education. The commissions crystal-
lized the ideas of educators and developed, through survey 
and research, important aims of education. The first major 
declaration was the Cardinal Principles and its aims of 
developing the individual's interest, knowledge, ideals, 
habits, and powers. The culmination of these commissions 
was in the "Ten Imperative Needs of Youth." Especially 
important, for music educators, was the need to develop 
appreciation of beauty in literature, art, music, and 
nature and the wise use of leisure time which benefits 
both the individual and the society. These commissions 
articulated, as the great goal of American education, 
the development of all the mental, moral, and physical 
powers of the individual so that he could best contribute 
and benefit from the great privileges of American citizen-
ship. 
The philosophies of pragmatism, realism,and progres-
sivism all contributed much to the method of achieving the 
broad aims of education and in the philosophical justifica-
tion of these aims. As different as these various philoso-
phies were, they determined common values in education. 
Their importance was in the recognition of the need of 
experience in learning which has greatly contributed to 
the practicality of music and like subjects in the curri-
culum. 
General education was a curriculum development which 
has done the most for solidifying the importance of music 
in education by showing the need for teaching aesthetic 
values to all students. As the importance of specific 
outcomes had been stressed by the philosophers in the 
justification of music in the curriculum, general educa-
tion showed a need for music as a subject which can 
uniquely teach those common learnings which the advocates 
of general education said each child should have. 
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The National Education Association, the Music Educa-
tors National Conference, and the White House Conference on 
Education further articulated the common goals of the com-
missions, the philosophers, and those concerned with general 
education. The conclusion of these groups was also in the 
recommendation that the high school become even more compre-
hensive with a strong program of general education and 
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special education. The importance of education for cultural 
values and heritages, aesthetic awareness, and the realiza-
tion of preparing the individual in the areas of self-
realization and civic-responsibility were important in the 
foundations of music education in the twentieth century. 
Many changes were evident in life which affect trends 
in music education. The school being affected by society, 
as well as being a society in itself, showed the importance 
of teaching social understanding and of understanding social 
influences on education. The vast amounts of money spent by 
consumers-of-music indicated a need for further preparation 
in the area of consumer education. The implications for the 
worthy use of leisure time were also inherent because of the 
increasing development of community musical organizations, 
and the need for the school to sponsor groups that notonly 
fulfill an educational need but also a community need, e.~., 
the high school band. The most important social develop-
ments for music educators were the overcoming of the imper-
sonality and stratification of the community, and developing 
skills and appreciations for carry-over into adult life. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to determine whether 
recent changes in educational philosophies have occurred 
which affect the place and function of music in the 
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curriculum. The development of the comprehensive secondary 
school and the importance of the philosophies of pragmatism~ 
realism~ developmentalism~ and progressivism have led to the 
importance of general education and special education in the 
secondary school. 
The secondary school of today shows little resemblance 
to its predecessor in colonial America and secondary schools 
have been in a process of dynamic change since the start of 
this century. The Committee of Ten reported and the Cardinal 
Principles recommended many changes in the secondary-school 
curriculum which prescribed education's future direction. 
Other commissions refined these studies~ culminating in 
the "Ten Imperative Needs of Youth" from Planning for 
American Youth. 
The National Education Association~ The Music Educa-
tors National Conference, and the White House Conference on 
Education contributed significant information concerning 
what the secondary school should accomplish. Current 
trends in music education were evident which sought ways 
to adapt new philosophies to music education. 
The second objective of this study was to determine 
whether social, economic, or technological changes have 
been an influence on music's place in the curriculum. 
Industrialization and immigration at the beginning of the 
twentieth century changed the basic social order from an 
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agrarian to an urbanized society. Changes in the community, 
the economy, the value system, and the new status of youth 
have influenced the function of the secondary school and 
greatly increased the interaction of school and society. 
The needs imposed by the culture, called developmental 
tasks, and the projected needs of youth have shown the 
necessity for further expansion of general education and 
special education in the secondary school, especially in 
music subjects. 
The most important outcome of the philosophical 
foundations of music education were the emergence of the 
concepts of general education and special education. 
There was also a unanimity of opinion in the forming of 
outcomes for music in the curriculum; all sources recog-
nized the need for music in developing aesthetic capaci-
ties, using leisure time, and understanding the cultural 
heritage. The most important single goal of the secondary-
school curriculum was in the broad aim of developing each 
individual to his fullest capacities. 
It may be concluded that (1) recent changes in edu-
cational philosophies have occurred which affect the place 
and function of music in the curriculum; (2) social, econo-
mic, and technological changes have also been an influence 
on music's place in the curriculum; and (3) the philosophies 
of music education have not advanced consistently with these 
changes. There was no indication that music's place in the 
curriculum should be lessened, in fact, the opposite seemed 
to be true, that is, there is a great need for further 
development of music in general education. In the broad 
terms of developing each student to his fullest capacities 
and considering specific needs for students with particular 
interests and talents, the place of special music seemed to 
be appropriate to the philosophies expressed. In fact, the 
function of special music showed the need for a wider range 
of experiences in this area than some music educators have 
supposed. 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Recent changes in educational philosophies and changes 
in the social, economic, and technological aspects of the 
country have affected the place of music in the curriculum. 
The place of general music should be greatly expanded in 
order to fulfill the needs of aesthetic development, the use 
of leisure time, and the understanding of the cultural heri-
tage by all students. Courses in the arts and, especially 
in music, the most pervasive of the arts, can uniquely ful-
fill these needs. The functions of music determine the 
place of music, indicating a great need for further develop-
ment of music in general education. Special music, expressed 
through elective performing groups, has probably been 
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adequate for the task, but more courses of a cognitive nature 
seem to be needed in the area of special music education for 
those students who have a greater than normal interest in 
music but who are not interested in being performers of 
music. The following are specific recommendations: 
1. For the purpose of implementing the function of 
developing aesthetic capacities, using leisure time, and 
understanding the cultural heritage in the area of general 
education, a required course for all students in general 
music, or a humanities type course to include literature, 
history, art, and music should be offered. 
2. In the area of special music, the normal per-
forming groups should be augmented by some singing and 
playing organizations which will have no specific purpose 
of culminating their activities in public performance. 
Further, in the area of special music, there should be 
supplementary and complementary courses, to number one 
above, for those students who wish to study these subjects 
intensively. 
3. Music educators should seek to articulate their 
aims and goals adhering to values and outcomes which are 
unique to music and which music can contribute in a signi-
ficant way to the broad aims of education. 
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4. An examination should be made of current practices 
of general music in the secondary school and such practices 
should be examined, not according to the "Five-Fold Program" 
which is designed primarily for elementary school education, 
but according to the broad aims of education. This examina-
tion should be concerned specifically with course content 
and methods of instruction. 
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